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 Mathematical Modeling of Human Speech Processing Mechanism

   Based on the Principle of Brain Internal Model of Vocal Tract

               Hiromi SAKAGUCHI and Naoaki KAWAGUCHI

       S{M in current speech reseach, has it been a longstanding problern {hat speech

   synthesis and recogRition techniques are far from reacking a human speech processing

   level. Man can easily perceive a speaker-independeRt speech even under noisy

   enviroment and can simultaneously mimic its articulatory movement. This shows that

   there are quite systematic relation betweeR perception and productioR of speech sound.

   We propose a mathematical modeling of the unified human speech processing system

   of perceptioR and generation. A speech generatioR is modeled by the articulatory

   speech synthesis system C (fi`li, s ) .]EAi shows a vocal tract shape. The response of

   an artdicial phoneme perceptioR is described as ir = f ({l WX-ff) . W is the

   brain iRternal model of speech generation process, to which the articuiatory speech

   synthesis system fdnction C is applied. X is a speech signai. WX is the linear

   enhaRcement filteriBg for phoReme detection of speech X and the power spectrum of

   WX represent the correlation between the brain in{ernal model of vocal tract aiid the

   actual vocal tract of X.f(e) shows some nonlinear processing. ff is a

   threshold.

                              1. Intreduction

    Various kinds of sophisticaled speech processing techniques have beeR developed since the

inception of LPC type aiialysis 1 synthesis teiephony. Nevertheiess, the quality of an artificial

speech perception and generation is still inferior {o humaR's abllity. This is assumed to be

brought by the essential difference in speech processing mechanisms between man and machine.

HumaR speech processing is characterized by having an ability of speech mimic. That is, man

ean easiiy recognize a speaker iRdependent speech aBd simultaneously mimic its utterance. And

further,man can easiiy make a compensatory articulation even under such restriction as fixed

maildibie with bite block or pipe i) . These show that speech generation and perception are the
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behavior of a unified processing sysiem of both speakiRg aild heariRg with auditory and inner

proprioceptive feeciback Z) . Then, it can be thought that the ability of speech mimic never

consis{s in signal processing of spectral information but in direct process of coding and decoding

of vocai {rac{ characteristics in brain neural networks. From this viewpoint, we have been trying

to model mathernatically a unified human speech processing system of perceptioR and generation

based on the principle of brain intemal model of vacal tract. For this purpose, analysis by

articulatory speech syRthesis is tke decisive measures. Articulatory synthesizer is the direct

modeling of speech production process and it has beeR expected to implement high quality

speech at low bit rates. But, there has been a long-pending problem of how to estimate the

vocal tract shape parameters from Batural input speech 3' `). This is also the same kind of

prob}em as revealing the human speech mimic mechanism. One of the important objective of

our speech research is to ciarify the essentiai nature of phoneme infbrmation.

                 2 . Analysis toy Articulatory Speech Synthesis

    Human speech production process can be directly modeled by all aarticulatory speech

syntltesis sys{em provided that ar} optimum rnodel and its articulatory parameter control are

giveR. Bul, it is even now hafd to implemeRt the, articulatory synthesis for a given speech.

Because, the human speech processing mechanism have never been quantitatively or

mathematical}y clarified. But the reseach of these･mechanisms also depends on the analysis by

articulatory speech synthesis shown in Fig.1. Then the optimization of synthesis simulation must

be carried out based on the assessment by human auditory criteria.

2 . 1 Articulatory Speech Synthesizer

    The process of human speech generation has been traditionally modeled as the planar wave

propagation in vocal tract. This assumption at the first approximation is not denied fOr

telephony frequency region. As to a gioltal source, various modeis are presented. There have
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been several approaches to implementing speech synthesis `), Here, we preseRt a newly

digitalized system directly transfomied from lhe fundamental wave equation by IQ)

traflsformation e !ransform method by means of a digltal in{egrator) 5' 6) . We need to deal with

the wave equa!ion as simBltaneous formu}ae of continuity and motion in order to analyze

acoustical pheRomena faithfu11y even for nasal and fricative sounds besides vowels. The original

vvave equation is described as a following pair of formulae.

          -op- p . ou+pReu
                                      (formula of motion) ,
                        at            0x in S(x)                             S(x)
                                                                         (1)
            0u S(x) 0p          - - . (formula of continuity),
            0x- pc 0t

where,

                ･x:distance from glot{is S(x):vocal tract area

                p: sound pressure u: volume fiow velocity

                p:air density c: sound fiow veioci!y

                Re : damping coefficient .
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Schematic representation of the vocal system

 The traRsform oUhe above anaiog system Eq.(1) to a digital sytem can be described as foilows.

At first, the vector diffk)rential equation is derived as shown iR Eq.(2) by ICz) transformation for

space variable of Eq.(1). Next, the fiRal difference equation for timevariable ofEq.(2) can
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be derived by the same z transformation. This di£fbrence equation (Eq.(3)) can be u!ilized for an

articulatory speech synthesis.

･ Vector differential equation

               A(I ]+B(gj"ciug+c,",,

                                                                      (2)

               p(t).cT("p) (output speech signal),

                 u : volume fiew vector

                 p : sound pressure vector

                 A,B : matrices decided by vocal tract shape ･

 . Di£ference equation

                  [ S ].=P[ g ].",+diUgn+d2ugn-i ,

                                                                      (3)

                  p.=CT[ g ). '

 For coRveBience of system analysis and mathema{ical modeling, synthesis sys{em funciions are

derived as follows

                      cT ･ adj (sA+B)' (ci+SC2)

           fiC! CfTAi,s): l,A+BI , (4)

           of CfAl i, 2-i)-"""-:z wansform of tf{}(7fAi,s) (s)

                                                    .

2.2 Natureofphonemeinformation

    Phoneme is an acolistic unlt of speech language. There are two kinds of quanli!ative

features for the expression of pltoneme infbrmation. One is a formant or po!e ! zero location. The

other is a vocal tract shape or its movemeBt. Thls is, we insist, the direct fea{ure of phoneme for

human speech processing mechapism. From the results of both speech synthesis simulation and

its polelzero tracking analysis of Eq.(4), the behaviors of these location are found to be too

complicated to detect or estimate from a given speech souBd, especially nasal consonants 6) .
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And further, formaRt structures are speaker-dependeRtly varied and are made ambiguous by

environmental Boise. But, the fundamental vocal tract shape or articulatory movemen{ for a given

phoneme is assumed to be speaker-independently anaiogous. With regard to an ability of

instantaneous speech mimic, we assume that ltumaR auditory nerve and articulatory motor Rerve

are systematically related by the brain internal model of voca! tract. Namely, in audi{ory Berve

system, there exist hypothetically the ieairned and memorized neural networks whicli react

selectively to each common vocal tract shape for speaker-dependently varied spec{ral

informations. We call this Beural network as an brain internal model of vocal !ract. To this

internal model, aii articulatory speech synthesis system as showR iR Eq.(4) is also appiicable.

                          3 . Artificial Speech Mimie

    Speech mimic is a representative function of the human speech processing ; such an unified

process of hearing aRd speaking as shown in Fig.2. Phoneme perception is considered to be an

inverse process of speech generation. An articulatory speech synthesizer is the forward modei of

speech generation, but it can be also e{]fectively utilized as the inverse model which detect the

articula{ory information of a given speech sound.
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3 . 1 IRyerse Model

    In Fig.2-[2] are showR several approaches to solving the inverse probiems of obtaining

articulatory parame{ers from spokeR utterances. Since a spectral information does not always

represent articulatory characteristics, it is not appropriate to iden{ify them by the ieast mean

squares metkod for the spectral errors. Then, as the inverse model, we can not help depending

on the forward model, i.e. ali analysis by synthesis procedure. An articulatory parameter setting

aRd aii assessment of the syn{hesis quallty must be adaptively carried out by both spectrum and

audi{ory criteria [M-2] 3' `) . Model IM-3] shows tke recently presented speech mimic system

7) . !n this medel, the vocai trac! skape movements are retrieved from a large codebook of

previousiy prepared vocal tract shapes. Tkis resuks in high computatioflai load and large memory

requiremen{s, but the process of this retrieval has nothing to do with a human processing. We

present {he model [M-4] as more appropriate procedure fbr human speech perception.

3 . 2 PriBciple o£Internal Model

    For the extraction of a speaker-indepeRdent articulatory in£ormaEoR frem spoken

utteraRce,LMS method is not available, but it is usefu1 for our approach to consider the following

functional in frequency domain:

                  1'<Eai)-fa[IXI-i.ei･aj]i<liii,,Li)l]2d(D , (6)

                       =]z,bxNl2-21pi･c llxl+lpi･ofrg2]dcD , (7)

                where, jPli･ S :the model for a given speech X

                          Ri :equivalentglottaimodel

                         fAi :vocal iract sltape of phoneme ZAil

                          jQi :vocal tract leRgth.

 A speech spectrum X contains various informations such as personality, emo{ion aRd

phoneme. They are expressed by Lij , I]li and fAi, bu{ these parameters are not always

independent; systema{ically related each other IR physioiogical mechanisms. This makes it hard

to fincl a minimum point of !he £unctionai J fbr various cases offAi . Then, we pay attention to

the cfoss!erm in Eq.(7), Rameiy,

                   i. IA ･Cl lXldtu= f. iR ･C<Yi4i, Li) ･Xldto . (s)
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g; ･X means a filtering of the system function G for an input speech signal X and it also

has a meaning of cross power spectrum which represents the correlation between model aiid

acutual vocal tract. Among the various cases of el] 's with f}eli varied, if a certain fAi is

regarded to be equivalent to the vocal tract of X, the filtering response of this case is

enhanced. This shows a strong correlation of vocal tract shape i.e. a selectivity of phoneme. It is

thought that making Eq.(6) minirnum is equivalent to making }Ilq.(8) maximum. But, i{ is even

hard to find its maximum, because Eq.(8) con{ains personai information B' . Then, as ai}

application of the above enhancemeRt phenomenon, we introduce a set of et] 's deAoted by

{Wi } or SV , and propose a mathematical model of the human phoneme perceptibiiity as

fbllows.

                          ]r -f (l{; WX-if) , (g)

where, we call W a set of brain internal model of vocai tract. The Botation ffee) represen{s

somenoniinear processing. ff means a threshold. .

3 . 3 Enhancement Filtering
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[ I ] Original speech signal. Japanese word layamari/
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Fig.4 Examples of enhancement filtering characteristics. Speech sjgnal X is Japanese word

" ayamari " from a sample of the speech signal data base [ Tohoku UBiv. Matsushita ] .
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    Speech signal X is modeled as jFli, C (tlAi), but Ri aRd fAi are unknown. VV is deRoted by

 {C ffAk) } , and fAk's are given as a code book of vocal tract shape. Quantita{ive meaning of

enhancemeRt filtering is as follows. The response "G CfAk) .G (fAi)" is strengthened when

fAkmLftdLi, then unknown G (fAi) can be selected from other fi11ering of VVX .

 Experiments of eRhancement filtering have been carried out for synthesis speech and

speaker-independent fiatural speech. The enhaRcement characteristics can, visually be dispiayed

on spectrai pattems or time response wave patterns, some example of enhancement flitering

characteristics are shovifn in Fig.4. However, quantitative decision of phoneme identification is a

pending ploblem. There has been still no decisive approach to the nonlinear processing method

for Eq.(9). But, from some experiments8' 9), these responses of Eq.(9) shows an ideal

characteristics as sltown in Fig.5. Phoneme selectivi{y in i{s categor{zation ls cernparably sltarp

and speaker-dependentiy broad.
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Fig.5 The fundamental characteristics of phoneme selectivity shown in Eq.(9). Phoneme

selectivity versus category (lower abscissa) is characterized by fuil line curve or filiedcircled

experimental data9) . This skows speaker-independently sharp selectivity. Pheneme selectivity

versus vocai tract iength (upper abscissa) for a fixed phoneme is characterized by brokeR line or

open squared data ") . Tltis shows speaker-independently broad seiectivity.

                                 4 . Conclusion

    The essential fea!ure of phoneme infomiation is net fbrmant pa!tem but vocal tract
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characleristics. It is the inverse problem !o estimate vocai tract shape or its movement from

spoken utterance. Since a speech spectrum does not always represent articulatory characteristics,

it is Rot appropria{e to identify them by LMS type method. Phoneme perception is considered to

be an inverse process of speech generation. An articulatory speeclt synthesizer is the forward

modei of speech generation, but it ¢an be also effec{ively utilizcd as the inverse model which

detect the articulatory information of a given speech sound. We propose the iRverse model

[M-4] in Fig.2 as more appropriate procedure for human speech perceptiok.
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